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SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS
FOCUS:
Consilia Oldradi (1499)
Kasia Solon, Rare Books Librarian

NY CITY BAR’S HISTORICAL
FOREIGN/INTERNATIONAL LAW
COLLECTION BEGINS TO ARRIVE
AT GW LAW LIBRARY

ust Saracens pay tithes? Must
the Holy Roman Emperor
extend due process of law to a papal
vassal? These and an array of other
questions are the subjects of the Law
Library’s recent acquisition, Consilia
Oldradi, the consilia of Italian
lay canonist Oldradus de Ponte
(variously Oldrado da Ponte or de
Laude). As one would conclude from
the queries above, Oldradus lived
during the Middle Ages, and the last
was heard of him in 1337. Petrarch
proclaimed him the most illustrious
jurist of the age.
Oldradus was one of the first to
write, collect, and publish a large
number of consilia and quaestiones.
Consilia belong to a category of
medieval documents akin to the
lawyer’s brief which originated
in the early thirteenth century,
and were written at the behest of
either litigants or judges. They are
distinguished from quaestiones,
which originated as a twelfth-century
academic exercise in which an issue
would be presented to which jurists
proposed solutions. Oldradus’s
contributions to the consilia genre
were significant: he was one of the
first jurists to compose consilia which
(continued on page 2)
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Pandectes Françaises (Paris, 1886-1905): part of the 59-volume set after restoration, stamped
“ABCNY” to indicate its provenance.

he Law Library and the Association of the Bar of the City of
New York recently agreed on the transfer of the historical segment
of the Bar’s massive foreign/international law collection to
GW. The historical collection is composed generally of eighteenth-,
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century legal treatises and laws of the
countries of the world. The New York City Bar Library traditionally
has been recognized for the excellence and scope of its international
and foreign law collection, which has been built consistently and with
thoroughness since the founding of the organization in 1870.
This acquisition is the latest in a series of transactions between
the New York City Bar and the Burns Law Library for transfer of
historical materials, reflecting the strong relationship between the two
institutions. In 2007, the Law Library acquired the Bar’s rare French
law book collection of 269 titles (600 volumes), a collection of the
classic legal works of France published during the sixteenth through
nineteenth centuries; in 2008, GW acquired a part of the Bar’s collection
of rare early foreign law materials.

T

(continued on page 3)

treated real-life legal issues. In Oldradus’s era,
consilia and quaestiones had yet to separate and the
two genres at times resembled each other closely. Consilia
gained importance in the fourteenth century as judges
and litigants as part of the legal process turned to jurists
for legal opinions; ultimately consilia claimed standing
as a significant legal genre of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. Jurists received generous remuneration for
drafting consilia.
Oldradus was born at Lodi (hence “de Laude”) and
studied law at Bologna. He worked for a time for a cardinal
of the powerful Colonna family, and also taught law at the
University of Padua. Around 1311 he moved to Avignon
to serve the papal court, the Rota, as an auditor and judge,
and possibly he also taught in the law school at Avignon.
It is through his consilia, however, that Oldradus made
a lasting contribution to the law. Oldradus penned consilia
on a number of important political issues which were cited
for centuries by later jurists.
The Law Library’s copy of Consilia Oldradi with its 1499
printing date qualifies as an incunabulum. The anglicized
term “incunable” as generally understood refers to a book
printed in Europe between Gutenberg’s introduction
of movable metal type in the mid-fifteenth century and
before 1501. (Fittingly, the meaning of ‘incunabulum’
derives from the latin for “swaddling clothes.”) Incunabula
are consequential for insights they provide into the birth
of printing. While our 1499 printing embraces a recent
innovation, the title page, unlike most title pages of today
this one consists of only a single line: the title. The printer’s
information still is found at the conclusion of the text in
the colophon—a signal that conventions from the time
of manuscripts still held sway even toward the close of
the incunable era.
An incunable’s contents may also provide insight into
the transition to printing. This 1499 work appears to be the
seventh printing of Oldradus’s consilia. When first collected
in manuscript, the consilia numbered 264. By the end of
the manuscript era, that number had increased to 274; the
third printed edition established a new normal of 333. It is
unclear whether these additional consilia were authored by
Oldradus. If not, these accretions may be evidence of the
practices of early printers to “flesh out” their own version
or of the difficulties of verifying authorship in an earlier
age. Indeed, scholars have yet to determine with precision
how many consilia Oldradus wrote.
Despite its popularity over the centuries, the consilia
genre was not without its critics. Consilia could be peppered
with myriad citations and each pronouncement commonly
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(Consilia Oldradi from page 1)

Printer’s device on the final leaf indicating the imprint of Bernardinum
Stagnin de Tridino de Monteferrato (Venice).

was chaperoned by a surfeit of supporting
authorities. (In this regard, the criticism of consilia
resembles that of the modern-day law review.)
In defense of the consilia, jurists wrote with the
knowledge (or assumption) that their audience had
a well-stocked library at the ready in which to hunt
down their references.
The Consilia Oldradi of 1499 is one of only three
recorded copies worldwide, two of which are in
the United States.
Sources:
Kenneth Pennington, Oldradus de Ponte, at http://faculty.cua.
edu/pennington/Canon%20Law/OldradusBiography.htm/
Brendan McManus, Oldradus de Ponte (de Laude),
at http://faculty.bemidjistate.edu/bmcmanus/Research/olddp.html/

LAW LIBRARY HOSTS LH&RB RECEPTION

Courtesy of The Jacob Burns Law Library

Many titles in the collection are
scarce, and some are unique.
In the unique category is the large
collection of international law
pamphlets, collected one by one
since the nineteenth century and
bound in groups. Attempting to
locate such historically significant
pamphlets individually, or even
identifying them, would pose
a daunting if not impracticable
research task. A set such as this
adds invaluable dimension to
the Law Library’s historical
collections.
Due to the giant size of the
collection, the transfer will
take place over a period of years.
To make room for successive
shipments, each consignment
of books received must be
unboxed, cataloged, and
moved to permanent quarters
from the staging area where
the preliminary work and
examination are completed.
Books requiring restoration are
noted and put aside for treatment
by the Library’s restoration
binders. Restoration of the
materials already has begun;
treatment of the 59-volume
Pandectes Françaises (pictured
here after treatment) is nearing
completion.
The first “wave” of materials
consisted of French law, which
at the Bar Library occupied more
than 270 shelves (810 linear feet,
around 400 boxes). The Library
and Bar now are preparing to
coordinate the transfer of the
German legal materials. As with
all books previously received
from the New York City Bar
Library, these historical materials
remain available for use by
bar members when they visit
Washington, DC.

Celebrating the award to the winner of the inaugural Cohen Competition are (l-r): Karen Beck, Chair,
LH&RB; Katherine Hedin and Jennie Meade, Co-Chairs, Cohen Competition Committee; Mike Widener
(Yale Law Library); winner Ben Yousey-Hindes; and Joel Fishman (Duquesne University Law Library)

O

n July 26, the Law Library hosted the annual reception of the Legal
History and Rare Books Special Interest Section (LH&RB) of the
American Association of Law Libraries (AALL), held during the AALL’s
annual meeting. This year, the reception doubled as the award ceremony
venue for the inaugural Morris L. Cohen Student Essay Competition. The
competition, sponsored by LH&RB and Gale Cengage Learning, is open
to graduate students in library science, law, history, or related fields writing
essays on any topic related to legal history, rare law books, or legal archives.
Details of the competition may be found at http://www.aallnet.org/sis/lhrb/
Cohen.html/
The winner of the
inaugural competition
was Ben Yousey-Hindes, a
doctoral candidate in history
at Stanford University. Ben’s
winning essay, “A Case Study
of Canon Law in the Age of
the Quinque compilationes
antiquae: The Trial for
Balaruc,” used medieval
documents associated with
Rare books exhibition: Law Library Director Scott Pagel
the conflict over the walled
unfurls Templar heresy trial documents from the Vatican
southern French village of
Secret Archives to show visiting librarians.
Balaruc (1222-1226) and
the trial which resolved that conflict (1226-1229) to show how the parties
shaped their arguments and testimony based on emerging canon law
principles. For more about Ben and his paper, please see his interview in
LH&RB at http://www.aallnet.org/sis/lhrb/lhrb.pdf/
The festive champagne reception in the Tasher Great Room featured
an exhibition of some of the library’s rare works from Special Collections
including the 1580 Coutume de Paris, materials from the French Revolution,
the Litchfield Law School notebooks of William Thomas Carroll, incunabula,
medieval charter manuscripts, and the 1847 coroner’s reports of the infamous
Paris murder of the Duchesse de Praslin by her husband the Duc.
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MOR R IS
COHEN
A

fter finding a perfect career fit with librarianship,
Professor Morris Cohen headed the law libraries at
Buffalo, Penn, Harvard, and Yale, and now is professor
emeritus of law and professorial lecturer in law at Yale.
His reach extends well beyond the boundaries of law
librarianship through his monumental work, Bibliography
of Early American Law (BEAL), which quickly became an
interdisciplinary staple for researchers not only in law,
but in history, literature, and cultural studies. Professor
Cohen’s artistic interests and desire to disseminate the
educational merit of rare books found a venue in the rare
book exhibits he has curated, and through regular teaching
at the University of Virginia’s Rare Book School he and
his Harvard colleague David Warrington have brought
the history of Anglo-American law to book professionals
both within and without the law library world. Professor
Cohen is a cherished mentor in the law library profession,
especially for those interested in legal history and rare law
books. In 2008, the Legal History and Rare Books Special
Interest Section of the American Association of Law
Libraries, of which Professor Cohen was a founder, named
its inaugural student essay competition in his honor in
recognition of his prodigious scholarly achievements and
his stature as a role model for emerging scholar-librarians.
Professor Cohen kindly agreed to share with us his
thoughts on his choice of librarianship as a career, the
process of composing BEAL, rare law books, and preparing
for a scholarly path in law librarianship.
A Legal Miscellanea: After graduating from Columbia
Law School, you practiced law in New York City
for seven years, then made the transition to law
librarianship. How were you first attracted to the
profession, and what made it a better long-term
proposition for you than practicing law?
Morris Cohen: My attraction to law librarianship as
a career came about initially from my dissatisfaction
with the practice of law. As graduation from law school
approached, I looked forward to a career as a labor

A SCHOLARLIBRARIAN
REFLECTS ON LAW
LIBRARIANSHIP
lawyer but was unable to get the type of position I
sought. My radical political activity in college made
employment by either government agencies or labor
unions impossible in the McCarthy era of political
repression. I ended up working for small commercial
law firms for five years and then entered a more
satisfying partnership with a somewhat varied practice.
Although those last two years of practice were a great
improvement, they did not meet my expectations for a
legal career. In considering alternatives, the two likeliest
were law librarianship and law teaching. My long-time
interest in books, reading, and publishing, and my
doubts about my intellectual qualifications for teaching,
led me to focus on librarianship. Unlike many candidates
moving from law practice to librarianship, I loved library
school and was confirmed in my choice.
At what point did legal history and bibliography
become the focus of your attention? Was it an
evolutional process or rather a moment of revelation?
MC: Legal history and bibliography gradually became
a major focus of my attention, probably beginning
with my work at the Columbia Law School Library
and continuing until today. At Columbia, where I was
Assistant Librarian under Miles O. Price from 1959
to 1961, I had responsibility for their great rare book
collection. It was my first opportunity to get to know
important rare books and to administer a fine collection
of such material. My next position as Librarian of the
then-small University of Buffalo Law School Library
gave me a very modest opportunity to start building
a rare book collection. Funding was limited but I had
a great education through the books I was acquiring
and by making the very hard choices to assure the best
possible acquisitions in that market. My successors there
have developed that collection beautifully so that it now
can support the school’s active program of teaching and
scholarship in legal history. My next three positions–
at the law schools of Pennsylvania, Harvard, and Yale
(continued on page 6)
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University of Pennsylvania, 1963-1971
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– offered even wider and more varied opportunities
to further my knowledge of rare materials and their
administration. At Pennsylvania in collaboration
with Balfour Halévy, the founding law librarian and
now professor of law emeritus at York University’s
Osgoode Hall Law School in Ontario, I began work on
my Bibliography of Early American Law. That project
occupied part of my time during my ten years at
Harvard (1971-1981) and more than twenty years of my
service at Yale (1981-2003). It was the major component
of my education in historical legal bibliography. So,
my focus on legal history and bibliography did not
occur at a single juncture, but rather was a continuing
development over my whole career.

University of Buffalo, 1961-1963
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Your magnum opus is the spectacular Bibliography
of Early American Law (BEAL), which required thirty
years to complete. Can you discuss this work: what
led you to initiate the project, your research process,
the libraries and people with whom you worked, and
how you were able to sustain forward motion over the
thirty-year period?
MC: My decision to undertake a major project like
A Bibliography of Early American Law initially was
undertaken in 1984 in collaboration with Balfour
Halévy. Balfour withdrew from the project when
his duties at York precluded the necessary time
commitment. We each saw our respective law
librarianship careers as including an important
bibliographic contribution and we felt that we were
at a stage to begin such an effort. After making basic
improvements to the Penn library, I felt I had the time
to begin what seemed like a five- to ten-year project—
little did I know how long it would actually take! The
Penn Law School administration fortunately agreed that
scholarship should be part of a Librarian’s job. Soon
after, Balfour began his bibliography of Canadian law.
The project began with the drafting of guidelines
for inclusions and exclusions of the bibliography. Using
those guidelines, we then formed the core list of entries
through page-by-page perusal of the bibliographic
masterpieces of Charles Evans and Joseph Sabin, and
dozens of nineteenth-century law library catalogs
and bibliographies. Each author in that preliminary
list was then checked through the National Union
Catalogue to pick up other works by that author and
other editions of the listed works. The N.U.C. checking
almost doubled the size of the core list. We had agreed
that we wouldn’t list any book that we hadn’t confirmed
by physical examination, microform, or photographic

facsimile. Fortunately, that was made feasible by my jobs
in Philadelphia (with four great rare book collections);
Cambridge/Boston (with Harvard’s huge resources, the
Massachusetts Historical Society, the Boston Athenaeum,
and the Boston Public Library); and then Yale, with its own
large collections.
Throughout my work, I was able to take occasional trips
to the several important libraries in New York City and the
Library of Congress in Washington. All of these resources
were supplemented by the invaluable cooperation of other
librarians. Grants from the National Endowment for the
Humanities enabled me to hire full-time assistants for several
of the years of work, and support from the law schools which
employed me made possible many student assistants in
virtually every year of the project. Sustaining forward motion
over the thirty year period of its making was never a problem.
There were many factors keeping it going and keeping me
committed – the excitement of locating and handling the
books; research into the books; writing descriptive notes;
interacting with the many people who participated in the
project; and feeling the momentum of the bibliography
as it grew and grew.
You have worked with two of the finest collections of rare law
materials in the world as director, successively, of both the
Harvard and Yale law libraries. What was your approach
to continuing to build these two great collections?
MC: I think my role in building the rare law book
collections at Harvard and Yale has been exaggerated. Both
collections, particularly Harvard’s, were already monumental
by any standard when I came to them. Certainly, the Special

University of Pennsylvania, 1963-1971. Biddle Law Library renovation

The magnum opus: Bibliography of Early American Law (Hein, 1998-).
(continued on page 8)
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University of Pennsylvania, 1963-1971

Harvard Law School Library, 1971-1981

In retirement, 1991

Collections at Harvard (including printed books,
MC: The maintenance of collections of rare
manuscripts and works of art) was one of a handful
materials in today’s academic law libraries is
of great collections worldwide, if not the finest. To the
important for supporting scholarship and teaching in
extent that my work was significant in the development
legal history and providing the historical background
of these two collections, I focused on building from their
for many other subjects in the curriculum. There has
strengths and mine – at Harvard on strengthening the
been a substantial growth of interest in historical
Anglo-American trial collections and the English origins
aspects of the law throughout legal education.
of American law, and
Less significant but
at Yale on the William
still of interest are
Blackstone holdings
special collections in
and the publications of
The maintenance of collections of rare non-academic law
the colonial and early
libraries. Collecting the
materials in today’s academic law libraries documentation of the
American republic
periods. My own
early history of a court,
is
important
for
supporting
scholarship
knowledge and experience
bar association, or law
with legal materials from
and teaching in legal history and firm, and the individuals
the eighteenth and early
associated with the origin
providing the historical background for and development of such
nineteenth centuries
enabled me to work
institutions, can certainly
many other subjects in the curriculum. be justified in noneffectively with books and
manuscripts in those areas.
academic law libraries.
However, such materials
may be better preserved
What is the importance
in an academic or other large research library where
of maintaining collections of rare law books in today’s
superior facilities and staff are available to handle
law library world? Are special collections something
them, and where most of the readers are likely to be
potentially of interest for law libraries other than
in close proximity.
academic?
8 A LEGAL MISCELLANEA

What do you see as the role of digitization
in the context of rare law works, both with
regard to preservation as well as access to the
materials? What are the positive and negative
aspects of electronic reproduction of rare
materials, and how would you weigh them?
MC: Digitization has, in many respects, been
of great importance to rare books and their
scholarly use. These include making available
the contents and format of thousands of rare law
books to scholars and other readers throughout
this country and the world. It also preserves the
texts of rare books against loss, damage, or other
hazards to which books are prone. Digitization
has also made possible sophisticated searching
and analysis by subject, word, phrase, or name.
Against those positive advantages, one negative
aspect is the unsophisticated and at times
misleading electronic searching often practiced
by novice researchers.
Recently you curated and produced the
catalogue for an exhibition at Yale’s Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library:
“Who Killed Cock Robin? Law and Crime
in Children’s Literature.” Can you tell us
something about this exhibition: the genesis
of your interest, examples of works displayed,
intended audience?
MC: My exhibit at the Beinecke Library,
called “Juvenile Justice,” consisted of
approximately one hundred and fifty books
(half of them from my collection and half
from the Beinecke’s holdings) representing
law and crime in children’s literature. My
interest in that field began in the 1960s as
I tried to share my son Daniel’s interest
in collecting early English and American
children’s books. The exhibit was directed
at everyone who was interested in children,
law, or literature combining both. The works
shown ranged from colorful illustrated
books for younger children to didactic
schoolbooks from English and American
classrooms in the eighteenth and first half
of the nineteenth century, from illustrated
versions of famous classic trials like the
trial of Joan of Arc to accounts for kids of
contemporary trials such as Roe v. Wade and
Brown v. Board of Education.

Morris and Friends

With Myron Jacobstein of Stanford

With Bob Berring of Boalt Hall.

With Roy Mersky of Texas.

Morris Cohen’s original BEAL collaborator, Balfour Halévy of Osgood Hall Law School
(continued on page 10)
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Have you curated and mounted other exhibitions built You are recognized today in the legal realm as the
around rare law materials? What is the importance of epitome of the “scholar-librarian.” How do you define
the scholar-librarian in the law library world, and what
exhibitions in the context of special collections?
is his or her role in contemporary law librarianship?
MC: I have curated and mounted other rare book
MC: In my view, the “scholar-librarian” in law
exhibits on a variety of other subjects, having long felt
librarianship includes several, somewhat different
that exhibits themselves were one of the most effective
concepts. My preferred definition is a librarian who
means of publicizing collections and expanding their
spends a significant part of his or her professional life
educational value. In each of the law school libraries
engaged in scholarly activity outside of basic library
I served I considered exhibits as a primary public
responsibilities. The
service function. These
second is a librarian who
included exhibits on
applies a substantial
general themes; on local
Digitization
has,
in
many
respects,
been
of
great
scholarly background to
topics; on providing
background links to
importance to rare books and their scholarly many of his or her more
or less routine library
curriculum, faculty, and
use.
These
include
making
available
the
chores. Third, and I
institutional history. A
subsidiary function has
contents and format of thousands of rare law think least helpful, is the
notion that the panoply
been to bring together
books to scholars and other readers throughout
of responsibilities of any
members of the staff
this country and the world. It also preserves law librarian constitutes
and develop cohesive
and cooperative working
the texts of rare books against loss, damage, scholarly activity, and
hence every law librarian
relationships.
or other hazards to which books are prone. is in that sense a “scholarlibrarian.” The role of
Many book professionals
the “scholar-librarian”
today have noted a
under my first definition,
“renaissance,” or at
and to a lesser extent under my second definition,
least a renewed interest, in rare book collecting, on
enriches contemporary law librarianship by adding to
the part of libraries as well as individuals. From your
experience in teaching your course at Rare Book School, the resources and methodology of the librarian’s field of
“Collecting the History of Anglo-American Law,” do you scholarship and to legal scholarship generally.
see this trend extending to legal materials?
What would be your advice to a new librarian hoping
MC: The renaissance of interest in rare book
to follow a scholarly path in law librarianship?
collecting has been apparent in the course that David
MC: Advice to a new librarian interested in pursuing
Warrington (of the Harvard Law Library) and I have
a scholarly path in law librarianship is difficult to
been teaching for many years, first at Columbia and in
describe. Novices bring their own scholarly background,
more recent years at the University of Virginia. It can
interests, and career goals to their planning, thereby
be seen in the sustained offering and popularity of that
requiring individual considerations from the mentor. I
course, the increased number of students taking it, and
would advise reading extensively in the general literature
the efforts of those students to disseminate the fruits of
their learning to other librarians.
(continued on page 12)

JOIN THE FRIENDS!
It’s easy—a donation of any amount supports Law Library collections and
makes you a FRIEND!
CALL (202) 994-1375 or VISIT www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/Join.aspx
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Retirement speech at 1991 Yale Law School graduation

FOR INFORMATION
on the topics covered in this newsletter, Special Collections, or the Friends, please contact the editor,
Jennie C. Meade, Director of Special Collections, at jmeade@law.gwu.edu or (202) 994-6857.
Copyright 2009, The George Washington University
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(Morris Cohen continued)

of rare book librarianship and historical legal bibliography. I
would also urge establishing a relationship with an experienced
mentor. Active attendance at local and national professional
conferences can be an invaluable learning opportunity as well
as a vital aid in networking. Hands-on experience in a good rare
book collection is an excellent introduction to this field. That
experience, although best obtained through employment, can also
be acquired by an internship or a field study arrangement.

BEST WISHES TO FORMER RARE BOOK
LIBRARIAN KASIA SOLON!
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After four years with GW, personal commitments took
Kasia to Texas where she now is Reference Librarian at
the Tarlton Law Library, University of Texas School of
Law. We wish her much success in her new position.
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